FD TOUR TO REQUENA & WINERY VISIT
During the tour a local winery will be visited, Hoya de Cadenas, where you will be able to discover
the culture and traditions of winemaking (both wines and cava – the Spanish sparkling wine).
After tasting the selected wines and cava you will have the opportunity to purchase your
preferred ones.
Requena was founded in the Iberian era. The Romans were here too, but the Arabs were the
ones who gave the name to the town, originally naming it Rakana, meaning the strong, the selfconfident. Later called Requena, it has become one of the most important towns dedicated to
vineyards and wine production with a D.O. (Denomination of Origin), meaning a prestigious
product classification which is awarded to products that are produced in designated Spanish
regions according to stringent production criteria. D.O. labels serve as a guarantee of quality.
Afterwards you will be able to enjoy a stroll through the small town quarter called La Villa which
was declared a National Heritage Site due to the importance of its collection of historic buildings,
which are situated in walled originally Muslim areas known as the Alcazaba, Medina or
Arrabales. Underneath the quarter, the oldest Caves in the region are located; these were used
as a shelter, wine cellar and even as a silo. A tour of these Caves will give you an insight into the
rich history and idiosyncratic development of Requena.

GROUP OF 20 -45 PAX
FD TOUR TO REQUENA & WINERY VISIT
20-24 pax

25-29 pax

30-34 pax

35-39 pax

40-45 pax

on Saturday

155 €

140 €

135 €

130 €

125 €

on Sunday

160 €

150 €

145 €

135 €

130 €

Includes:
 Motor coach
 Guide
 Lunch
 Entrance tickets: Caves, wine tasting, Enopack Bobal



REMARKS



Above prices are in Euros and valid for quoted dates



Quoted prices are based on the total number of requested services; Should there be
any variation or reduction the quotation will be revised accordingly
VERY IMPORTANT



These prices include current VAT should this tax change; prices would have to be revised
accordingly.



Please note that Government reserves the right to change prices for entrance fees without
previous notice.

